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Multicolor infrared detection using two stacks of superlattice structures
in a back-to-back configuration

M. C. Hsu and C. H. Kuan
Department of Electrical Engineering, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China

S. Y. Wang
Department of Electronics Engineering, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan,
Republic of China

~Received 25 February 2000; accepted for publication 17 July 2000!

Voltage-controlled multicolor detection with a two-stack GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice structure is
reported. Each stack contains a superlattice and current blocking layers. The responsivity of each
stack has a voltage-tunable spectral range and can be turned on or off by controlling the bias
polarity. In a back-to-back configuration of the two stacks, a variable detection range with peak
wavelength at 5.5, 6.8, 8.5, and 10.8mm is achieved by changing the applied voltage at 45 K.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!05037-3#
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Using multicolor detection to enhance the performan
of infrared detection, such as for object discrimination a
temperature sampling,1,2 has attracted much investigatio
Due to the flexibility in tailoring the detection waveleng
and the spectral line shape, several designs utilizing inter
band transitions have been proposed.3–8 In particular, using
stacks of multiple quantum wells~MQWs! to achieve multi-
color detection is one the most common approaches.6–8 In
this approach, although the number of detection bands
creases with increasing number of stacks, the number of
tacts required to access all stacks will also increase. T
complicates the fabrication process. To avoid the additio
contacts, efforts have been made to develop the volta
controlled multicolor detectors to select the desired band
the control of the bias voltage.6–8 However, the selectivity
still remains to be improved and the bias requirement is u
ally too high ~.8 V!7 in these detectors. Photodetectors u
lizing the interminiband transitions in superlattices~SLs!
have been demonstrated to operate at zero or low
voltage.9–13 To reduce the large ground-stated tunneling c
rent, most superlattice infrared photodetectors~SLIPs! were
designed with a current blocking layer. In our previo
study,13 we found that the current blocking barrier in such
SLIP may also serve as an energy filter for the photoexc
carriers and result in a voltage-tunable spectral responsi
In addition, the responsivity was also found to be polar
selective. It can only be turned on in one bias polarity
which the photoexcited carriers are driven from the SL
pass the blocking barrier. The tunable, polarity selective,
low-bias features of such SLIPs thus can be used to impr
the selectivity and bias requirement of voltage-control
multicolor detectors. In this letter, we present the multico
detection with two such SLIPs in the back-to-back config
ration as shown in Fig. 1. The characterization of each in
vidual SLIP and the integrated two-stack SLIP will be give
By changing the applied voltage on the two-stack SLIP
variable detection range with peak wavelength at 5.5,
8.5, and 10.8mm, respectively, is achieved.

The sample was grown by molecular beam epitaxy o
semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The bottom~long-
2240003-6951/2000/77(14)/2240/3/$17.00
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wavelength! SLIP consists of a 1500 Å Al0.20Ga0.80As block-
ing layer and 10 periods of 68 Å GaAs well (n51
31018cm23) and 35 Å undoped Al0.27Ga0.73As barrier. The
top ~short-wavelength! SLIP consists of a 1500 Å
Al0.34Ga0.66As blocking layer and 10 periods of 45 Å un
doped Al0.34Ga0.66As barrier and 40 Å GaAs well (n51
31018cm23). The two SLIPs are sandwiched between tw
n1-GaAs contact layers (n5131018cm23) and separated
by a 4000 Ån1-GaAs layer (n5131018cm23!. The
sample was processed into a two-step square mesa with
terminal contacts, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2, to allow
characterization of each individual SLIP. The dimension
top square mesa is 1503150mm2 and that of bottom mesa i
2003400mm2.

The photoresponse and absorption spectra were m
sured using a Fourier transform infrared spectrome
~FTIR!. For the photoresponse measurements, the dete
under test was back illuminated through a polished 45° fa
on the substrate. The photoresponse current was first am
fied by a current preamplifier then fed into the FTIR. T
absolute responsivity was calibrated by using an unpolari
blackbody source. To keep both component SLIPs opera
under the background limited performance, the detector
cooled down to 45 K during the photoresponse measu
ments. However, the absorption spectra were measure
room temperature. To obtain the absorption spectrum of e
individual SLIP, first the absorption spectrum of the samp
with contributions from both SLIPs, was taken. The abso
tion of the bottom SLIP was then measured by removing

FIG. 1. Schematic energy band diagram of the two-stack SLIP. Each s
contains a SL and a current blocking layers.
0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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top SLIP layer with wet chemical etching. Finally, the a
sorption of the top SLIP was obtained by subtracting
contribution of the bottom SLIP from the sample

The individual absorption spectra of the top and bott
SLIPs are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. In ad-
dition to the absorption spectra, Fig. 2 also shows the n
malized spectral responsivities of two individual SLIPs
several bias voltages. The spectral responsivity of each S
though covering a different spectral range, varies with
bias voltage in a similar way. At near zero bias, compa
with the associated absorption spectrum, the spectral res
sivity is at a shorter wavelength range. With the increasing
the bias magnitude, the cutoff wavelength of the spec
responsivity extends to a longer wavelength. At even hig
biases, for example larger than 150 mV for the bottom SL
the line shape of the spectral responsivity becomes inse
tive to the bias voltage with a peak wavelength and a spec
range closed to those of the associated absorption spec
The agreement between the absorption spectrum and th
sponsivity spectra at high biases indicates that the volta
tuning behavior should be dominated by the transport p
cess of the photoexcited carriers rather than by
absorption. Assuming the transport process is mainly limi
by the blocking barrier, the voltage-tuning behavior can
explained in the following way: At near zero bias voltag
only those photoelectrons with their energies higher than
of the barrier can contribute to the photoresponse. When
increase the bias voltage, the photoelectrons with the en
slightly lower than that of the barrier can then tunnel throu
the triangular tip of the barrier. Therefore, it results in
longer cutoff wavelength. With further increasing of the bi
voltage, the tunneling probability will increase and the b
rier finally becomes nearly transparent for all photoexci
electrons. The resulting photoresponse spectrum thus ex

FIG. 2. The normalized response spectra of the bottom~a! and top ~b!
SLIPs. The dash curves are the associated absorption spectra measu
room temperature. The inset in each figure schematically shows the f
cated two-step mesa detector with the 45 deg facet on the substrate an
associated positive bias polarity.
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its a spectral range and a peak position closed to those o
absorption.

The responsivity of each individual SLIP versus the b
voltage is shown in Fig. 3. We can see that each SLIP
turned on only when the applied voltage drives the pho
electrons generated from the SL layer to pass the block
layer. When the photoelectrons are driven in an oppo
direction, the responsivity is nearly negligible. The polarit
selective feature in such an asymmetrical structure may
attributed to the fact that when those photoexcited carr
are driven in the turned-off direction, the reinjection carrie
from the collector contact to the SL layer are prevented
the blocking barrier.

The spectral responsivity of the two stacks in the ba
to-back configuration as a two-terminal device is shown
Fig. 4. The resulting spectra are similar to those in Fig.
Under negative biases the photoresponse is mainly con
uted from top SLIP, while under positive biases the photo
sponse is from the bottom SLIP. The peak wavelengths
5.5, 6.8, 8.5, and 10.8mm at 20.02, 21, 0.75, and 1.2 V,
respectively. These results show the excellent volta
controlled capability of our device utilizing the polarity
selective and voltage-tunable responsivity in each com
nent SLIP.

In order to see the relation between the magnitude
responsivity and bias voltage, the responsivities versus
voltage for wavelengths of 6.8 and 10.8mm were measured
as shown in Fig. 5. The responsivity for 10.8mm reaches the
maximum with 65 mA/W at about 1.2 V, and is turned off
negative biases. Similarly, the responsivity for 6.8mm
reaches its maximum with 17 mA/W at about21 V and is

d at
ri-
the

FIG. 3. The voltage dependence of the responsivity of top and bot
SLIPs.

FIG. 4. The spectral responsivity at four biases applied between the top
bottom contacts.
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turned off at positive biases. The relation between the
sponsivity and the bias voltage can be further analyzed w
the small signal equivalent-circuit model in Ref. 7. Accor
ing to this model, the equivalent circuit of a two-stack SL
involves a network of photocurrent sources and the dyna
differential resistances as shown in the inset of Fig. 5. T
measured photoresponse current of our two-stack SLIP
is estimated by

i p5
i p,bottr bott1 i p,topr top

r bott1r top
, ~1!

~Ref. 7!, wherei p,bott( i p,top) andr bott(r top) represent the pho
toresponse current and the dynamic resistance for the
tom~top! SLIP. The dash and solid curves in Fig. 5 repres
the responsivities calculated by using Eq.~1!. They agree
well with the experimental data.

Since the equivalent circuit model works well in th
analysis of the photoresponse current, we also use it to ev
ate the noise current of the two-stack SLIP. Our previo
study shows that the noise performance for a single-s
SLIP exhibits the full shot noise.13 We therefore estimate th
noise current in the whole detector by

i n
252eIdc

r bott
2 1r top

2

~r bott1r top!
2 B, ~2!

whereI dc is the bias current,i n the noise current, andB the
measurement bandwidth. With the estimated noise curre

FIG. 5. Measured responsivities for 6.8~s! and 10.8mm ~j! vs applied
voltage. The solid and dash curves represent the responsivities estim
from Eq. ~1!. The inset shows the small-signal equivalent circuit for t
two-stack SLIP.
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the detectivities of the device are estimated as 13109, 4
3109, 1.53109, and 53109 cm Hz1/2/W at the bias voltages
of 0.02,21, 0.75, and 1.2 V, respectively.

In summary, we have investigated the performance o
two-stack SLIP as a voltage-controlled multicolor detect
Using the polarity selective responsivity and the voltag
tunable cutoff wavelength of each individual SLIP, we su
cessfully select four peak wavelengths at 10.8, 8.5, 6.8,
5.5 mm from the detector with the bias voltage. Followin
our proposed design and incorporating InGaAs composi
in the well region for the short-wavelength stack, it should
possible to fabricate a similar detector with a variable det
tion range covering the 3–5 and 8–12 atmospheric windo
simultaneously. Compared with the traditional voltag
controlled designs with the multiple quantum well structur
the detector provides an attractive alternative which util
the switching operation between the two active stacks wit
moderated bias voltage~,1.5 V! for voltage-controlled mul-
ticolor detection.
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